POPs: a QSAR system for developing categories for persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic chemicals and their metabolites.
This paper presents the framework of a QSAR-based decision support system which provides a rapid screening of potential hazards, classification of chemicals with respect to risk management thresholds, and estimation of missing data for the early stages of risk assessment. At the simplest level, the framework is designed to rank hundreds of chemicals according to their profile of persistence, bioaccumulation potential and toxicity often called the persistent organic pollutant (POP) profile or the PBT (persistent bioaccumulative toxicant) profile. The only input data are the chemical structure. The POPs framework enables decision makers to introduce the risk management thresholds used in the classification of chemicals under various authorities. Finally, the POPs framework advances hazard identification by integrating a metabolic simulator that generates metabolic map for each parent chemical. Both the parent chemicals and plausible metabolites are systematically evaluated for metabolic activation and POPs profile.